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November 3, 2016 FINCOM Minutes 

Meeting called to order at 4:05 PM 

Present: 

VP Finance     Sheila Wang 
AVP Finance     Ryan Lou 
Astronomy Representative   Hikari Rachmat 
Physics Representative   Arnold Choa 
Statistics Representative   Oscar Tu 
Member-at-Large    Thomas Hoang 
 
Regrets:  

Mathematics Representative   Tommi Muller 
Member-at-Large    Alyssa Yong 
Member-at-Large    Talia Ada Ang 

UBC Neuroscience Club – Send back 

- Membership list missing some key information (last names, some members do not 
have updated year levels, some members do not have the right information filled in) 

- Sent back because we need the membership list to determine eligibility and since we 
haven’t reached the deadline yet 

Ross Gardner (Full $300.00) 

- Well written outline of how his research is related to his continuing long-term 
interests in cardiology 

- Allows him to network and present at the conference and learn from other 
researchers in the process 

- Has made reasonable attempts to have the other costs covered (by the hospital lab 
he works at) 

- Expenses are fairly reasonable although hotel fees may be a bit pricey  

Jamie Magrill (Full $300.00)  



- Well-written and very descriptive explanation of the project 
- Persuasive in providing his background in Prostate research as an honours student 

and his future career in oncology as a clinician-researcher (MD PhD program) 
- At the conference, he can gain in experience in presenting and improving his 

experiment design and skills as well as networking with other researchers in the field 
- No other sources of revenue, but tries to keep food and accommodation costs low 

Zijin (Jasmine) Cheng ($0.00)  

- As she is a medical student, she does not qualify for the Grant.  

Science One Survivors 

Membership 5% (5/5) 

‐ All (except one) students are in Science 
‐ Had what we asked for 

Events 20% (15/20 -> NO COLLABORATIONS) 

‐ Change to 15% events (10% Variety, 5% Appeal of Event/Other) + 5% collaborations 
‐ Needs to double check the numbers attending the events 
‐ Not much collaboration with any club (only CSP; event may not happen as it is in the 

future) 
‐ Great variety of academic, social, career development events  

Rationale 40% (INCOMPLETE) 

‐ Donations (over a few hundreds dollars = do not give money) 
‐ Grammar/effort/mechanics (5%) 
‐ Following Directions (5%) 

 

Meeting Adjourned at 5:04 PM 

 


